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Present: Job Vervoordeldonk (chair), Fenna Dekkers (secretary), Els van Loo, Nina Pijpers, Jelle 
Gerritsma, Giulio Severijnen, Eefje Jongstra, Muriël Neeleman, Michelle Geurts, Pam Huisintveld, 
Floor van Dun, Judith Pauw, Jorina Laan, Ilse Nijland, Mesian Tilmatine, Jana Reintjes, Naome Al-
Saqaff, Emily Kästner, Eefke Houben, Isabel Hendriks, Paula van Unen, Sammie Bertens, Lucas 
Geelen, Stef Bos, Amber Timmerman, Elien van Rooijen, Marloes de Jonge, Iris Kleine Schaars, Lieke 
van Lieshout, Jesse Heller, Marloes de Jonge, Johannes Fiebig, Anki Verhagen, Inge van Dongen, 
Raoul Selten, Renske van der Steen, Dorothee, Chris van Heijster, Marek Voesenek, Saida Chaairi 
Taeh, Bas Romeijn, Bob Zoutenbier 
 
There are no English members present.   

The candidate board wishes the GMA welcome, she says that throughout the policy plan two big 

bullet points will be highlighted, and that throughout the document the point involvement will be 

used as a thread. There will be some rectifications with the first one that point 3 is missing in the 

index. 

 
1. PREFACE 
 
2. INTERNATIONALISATION AND INTEGRATION 
 
The candidate board gives a small explanation of what will be discussed. 
The GMA asks if the candidate board a plan has for a pilot of an English GMA, the board will come 
back on that after the break. 
The candidate board says that voting will be English if necessary . 
The candidate board says they want to keep the GMA’s in English no matter the percentage of 
English speaking people. 
The candidate board says there are about 28 English active members. 
The candidate board wants to keep the rule of one active member per committee at every GMA. 
 
2.1.2. Written communication 
The candidate board says the costs of the translation of the site will be payed by the OWI. 
The candidate board will summarize the minutes in English. 
The candidate board says she wants to keep the HersenSPiNsels bilingual, if the GMA does not agree 
she can write an amendment. 
The extra pages will cost around 700 to 800 euros. 
The Dutch members will be responsible for the translations of the articles for English members can 
not translate, the chair of the committee says this will be no problem 
The candidate board thinks 32 pages is a norm in where the pressure on the committee won’t be to 
high and there will be plenty of articles left. 
The switch of language in the magazine has been told at an active membership meeting. 
The candidate board thinks two people feedback is enough for the quality of the articles. 
The candidate board wants to keep the title of the magazine because it has grown to its name. 
furthermore will it be clear that the magazine is also readable for English members. 
The freelancers shall be writing in both languages. 
 
2.1.3 Activities 
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There are more English activities than described in the policy plan.  
 
The GMA wonders why the candidate board chose 75% of the formal activities to be in English.  
The candidate board indicates that Dutch activities are important for Dutch members, but most of 
the students will have enough command of the English language for a distribution of 25% - 75%.  
 
2.1.4 Committees  
 
2.2 Integration 
 
2.2.1 Manual 
The GMA suggests a collaboration with the IC and the OWI, also to spread the costs.  
 
The GMA wonders if there is a deadline for the manual.  
The candidate board indicates that the deadline will be in May.  
 
The GMA suggests to look for sponsor opportunities.  
 
The GMA wants to know the costs of the manual.  
The candidate board indicates that the costs will be around €600 euros for 30 pages.  
 
The GMA wonders if the manual will be bilingual. 
The candidate board indicates that the manual will be bilingual, so there will be 15 pages unique 
information.  
 
The GMA wonders if there are international students in the Freshmen Information Committee.  
The candidate board indicates that there are no international students yet, but they are still looking 
for people.  
 
2.2.3 Language course 
The GMA wonders what the current state of affairs is concerning the discount on the language 
course.  
The candidate board is considering several possibilities for the discount.  
 
2.2.4 Creative evaluation 
The GMA wonders what is creative about this evaluation.  
The candidate board indicates that there is nothing certain yet, but it will be something special.  
 
3. PROFESSIONALISM AND MODERNISATION 
 
3.1 Professionalism Evaluations 
The GMA wonders who is responsible for the feedback from the evaluations to the members.  
The candidate board indicates that the whole board is responsible, but the secretary will give the 
feedback to the members. 
 
The GMA wonders what the kind of response enhancing interventions are. 
The candidate board indicates that it’s an intervention the OWI also uses and the intervention 
proved to be successful.  
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The GMA wonders if the board is going to use the standard survey or if there will be adjustments.  
The candidate board indicates that considering the internationalization, a few adjustments are 
necessary, but there will be as much as possible questions from the standard survey.   
 
The GMA wonders if there are members for the evaluation workgroup.  
Yes, Chris van Heijster and Bas Romeijn.  
 
3.2 Professionalism committees 
 
3.2.1 Start 
The GMA wonders what is different about the start than previous years.  
The candidate board indicates that this year it is obligated to every committee to make a year 
schedule. 
 
The GMA wonders if old committee members really want to help.  
Yes.  
 
3.3 Modernization media 
 
3.3.1 Website  
The GMA wonders if the candidate board can give examples of possibilities which are user friendly.  
The candidate board indicates that with Drupal it is not possible to adjust a lot, which is for example 
possible with other systems.  
The GMA says that Drupal is an often used system and that knowledge about it is important. Perhaps 
a course for Drupal is an option.  
 
The candidate board indicates that the cost of a new version of Drupal will be comparable to the 
costs of a new website. The GMA wonders if other companies are approached to check what the 
costs would be to change Drupal into a new version of Drupal. This might be a lot cheaper than 
whole a new website.  
The candidate board indicates that this didn’t happen yet. In order of the request of the GMA she will 
pass this through to the taskforce. The taskforce will compare all the options and before the decision 
will be made, she will inform the GMA what kind of options there are. 
 
The GMA wonders if it is possible to keep the domain name with Wordpress. 
 The candidate board indicates that this is possible for a small price.  
 
The GMA wonders what the GMA means with an ICT expert in the taskforce.  
The candidate board indicates that a person with a study background of ICT or Web design is meant. 
This person won’t receive money for being part of the taskforce. 
 
3.3.2 SPiN application 
The GMA wonders if the options for an app will be presented to the GMA.  
The candidate board indicates that when there are more possible options, this will happen. 
 
The GMA wonders what exactly they can expect of an app.  
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The candidate board indicates that she has the intention that the app is an addition to the website. 
Like an agenda function or push messages for activities.  
 
The GMA wonders if the candidate board is informed about the experiences of other associations 
who have an app.  
The candidate board indicates that the workgroup will sort this out. She really insures that this will 
happen, because not all of the associations are satisfied with their app. 
 
The GMA asks if there is a maximum price for the app.  
The candidate board indicates that this is not the case. She first wants to investigate what the costs 
of a good app are and what the options for a combination of an app and website are. 
 
The GMA wonders if SAN will be used this year.  
The candidate board indicates that she will still use this app. 
 
The GMA wonders if there is something available about the app in the Board bible. This subject has 
been addressed more often.  
The candidate board indicates that there is, but because all of the developments and increased 
possibilities in this area, she wants to re-evaluate the options. 
 
The GMA wonders why the candidate board has chosen for a concrete plan for the app as final 
product instead of the launch of an app. 
The candidate board indicates that the website has their priority, but when the app turns out ready 
to launch, this will happen. 
 
The GMA wonders if the app will look the same as the website. 
The candidate board indicates that this is their plan. 
 
The GMA wonders if the website taskforce will also look into the app. 
The candidate board answers that this depends on what the progress of the website is, the website 
has the priority of the taskforce. 
 
The GMA wonders if this subject should be part of the policy plan. 
The candidate board indicates that she will keep this subject in there. 
 
3.4 Modernization registrations 
The GMA wonders why all of the registrations will be digital, except for travels. 
The candidate board indicates that this is the case because travels cost a lot of money. Besides often 
there needs to be signed a contract, it is not possible to do this online. Also a website could jam.  
 
The GMA wonders if the candidate board has some ideas to do something about the queues at 
Spinoza for especially the study trip.  
The candidate board indicates that she will prevent long queues to sign up the upcoming year. She 
will consider alternatives as drawing of lots or motivation. 
The candidate board will ask Postelein how the deal with the registrations of travels. 
 
The GMA wonders how often the online registration system will pay the registration money to SPiN. 
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The candidate boards indicates that this happens once a week. Hereby she will receive a summary 
where the money comes from.  
 
The GMA wonders how the board will combine online and offline registrations without getting 
overlap. 
The candidate board indicates that this function is part of the registration system. 
 
The GMA thinks it is important to keep in mind that possibly not all international students are able to 
pay online. 
The candidate board indicates that the online register system has enough possibilities to pay. 
 
3.4.1 Free events 
The GMA wonders if members also get a QR-code for free activities or if there will be a register list. 
The candidate board indicates that they will receive a QR-code and there will be a register list.  
 
The candidate board indicates that it is not possible to register for different rounds. The tickets will 
still be bought online, but registering for different rounds will happen at SPiN’s common room.  
 
When there are still enough spots it is also possible for people who are not a member of SPiN to 
register at the activity itself. 
 
The GMA points to the fact that online registering takes away the moment that members come to 
SPiN’s common room.  
The candidate board indicates that this is true, but people are still stimulated to come-by at SPiN’s 
common room, because offline registering is cheaper for people. 
 
3.4.2 Paid events 
 
3.5 New computers 
The GMA wants to make sure that everybody knows that only when it is necessary new computers 
will be bought, instead of every two years. 
 
The GMA wonders if the candidate board could buy laptops instead of computers. 
The candidate board indicates that laptops are way more expensive. Maybe in the future with the 
new building where SPiN’s common room will be smaller. 
 
During the break, the candidate board discussed the following points: 

- Pilot GMA in English. The board will test, in the December survey, whether there is a need for 
a pilot English GMA. 

- Activities without online enrolment. For activities with a submission price of 15euros and 
higher it won’t be possible to buy tickets online (except for the Gala). 

- Use of change box. The candidate board will be using changes boxes, so door sale will be 
possible. 

- Taking surveys. The candidate board will take surveys on paper and there will be a digital 
version available. 

 
4. Internal policy 
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4.1 SPiN’s common room 
 
4.1.2 Lending service 
The GMA wonders if there’s something like a universal laptop adapter. The board indicates that they 
exist, but they’re not compatible with Macbooks. 
 
The GMA wonders if everything of the lending service still there. 
The candidate board indicates that everything is still there. 
 
The GMA wonders what is different now there’s a new contract. 
The candidate board indicates that this makes it possible to take adapters outside of the SPiN’s 
common room. The contract is only for stuff that’s leaving the room. 
The GMA wonders if a contract is really necessary?  
The candidate board indicates that they think it is, because of the costs of the stuff. 
The GMA wonders if it doesn’t take much time to set up and sign contracts? 
The candidate board indicates that they don’t expect that it takes much time. 
 
4.1.3 Involvement 
The GMA wonders if the dates of the room drinks are set. 
The candidate board indicates that the dates aren’t set yet, but they will be known as soon as 
possible. 
The GMA wonders what are the criteria for becoming member of the month, and what will this 
member receive? 
The candidate board indicates that members can nominate someone to become a member of the 
month, by writing a brief motivational letter. If there are no letters, the board can nominate 
someone as well. The member of the month receives a SPiN-surprise package and a photo of this 
person will be in the SPiN’s common room. 
 
The GMA wonders what the Initiative committee opinion is about them organizing the exam actions. 
The candidate board indicates that this had to be discussed in the first meeting. 
The GMA wonders what will happen if the initiative committee really doesn’t want to do this. 
The candidate board indicates that they expect that it won’t be a problem. The committee had an 
extra member this year, so they have enough room to do this. Moreover, the board will help with 
this actions. 
The GMA indicates that this committee helped before by this actions, this wasn’t a problem then. 
 
4.2. Work pressure reduction 
 
4.2.3. Taking over room duties 
The GMA wonders who the candidate board has in mind for taking over of room duties.  
The candidate board indicates that previous board members suggested to do this.  
 
4.3. Agreements within the board 
The GMA wonders if everyone has a buddy and coach. 
The candidate board indicates that everyone has one and is satisfied with them. 
 
The GMA wonders what is the agreement for POP-conversations. 
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The candidate board indicates that these conversations are held by the chair and board members. 
The chair will have a POP-conversation with her coach and buddy. 
The GMA wonders is the POP-conversations are planned already. 
The candidate board indicates that the first round of conversations has already taken place, the next 
ones are not planned yet. 
 
4.4 Appreciation active members 
The GMA wonders what the thoughts are behind selling the shirts and offering free printing. 
The candidate board indicates that the printing is a service for members. By this, they want to 
prevent that shirts are not collected. 
 
The GMA wonders how this works for formal committees, because committee shirts are desired in 
those committees. 
The candidate board indicates that these committees have the same arrangement for shirts. The 
candidate board adds that there’s a possibility to hand in a shirt of last year. It’s recommended, but 
not obligated for the committees.  
 
The GMA notes that the adjustment costs are often high for mugs. Therefore, she wonders if the 
mugs aren’t too pricey proportionally.  
The candidate board indicates that this is not really the case, the quotation is €246,45. 
 
The GMA wonders if the submission date of the printing of the shirts is known yet. 
The candidate board indicates that there’s no date planned yet, but it will be clearly communicated 
when it’s known. 
 
5. Committees 
Addition of the candidate board: there are two rectifications. There will be one lecture less than last 
year and the manual will be in two-languages.  
 
5.2 Amendments 
The GMA wonders why all of the committee names are in two languages in the policy plan. 
The candidate board indicates that the use of the name depends on the target audience. The had 
chosen to also keep the Dutch names, to guarantee the continuity. 
 
The GMA wonders to what extent the creation of five new committees is contrary to the desired 
reduction of the workload. 
The candidate board understand that this sounds contradictor, but there’s one committee lifted and 
one workgroup is substituted by a committee. So, in total there will be 3 new committees. Any 
additional workload is distributed evenly across the board. 
 
5.3 New committees 
Freshman information committee 
The GMA wonders if this committee will be challenging enough. 
The candidate board thinks that this committee is challenging enough, and that it cannot be 
compared to the HersenSPiNsels because this committee starts from scratch. 
 
6.2 Summaries 
The GMA tips De Bijlespartner as partner for summaries and educational support.  
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The candidate board mentions they have already found a partner. 
The GMA wonders who that partner is. 
The candidate board indicates the name Pallas Athena Group. A contract is not signed yet, however it 
is very likely that this will be the partner. 
 
The GMA wonders what will be the cost of printing the summaries. And who will pay for those costs. 
The candidate board indicates that summaries of 60 pages and under will cost €6,95 and summaries 
that contain more than 60 pages will cost €7,95 for members. Non-members will pay one euro extra. 
SPiN has no costs printing the summaries. 
 
The GMA wonders how the candidate board will prevent that summaries will be spread. 
The candidate board indicates that the summaries are printed on special paper. 
 
The GMA wonders what will happen with the summaries on the site. 
The candidate board indicates that they will be deleted, because they are dated. 
 
The GMA wonders whether SPiN will receive a commission percentage. 
The candidate board indicates that they will receive 3% of Gross turnover with a guaranteed amount 
of 600 euros. The alternative was 2 euros per summary, but the candidate board choses for this to 
keep the prices for members as low as possible. 
 
The GMA wonders how the summaries will reach the members. 
The candidate board indicates that a supply of summaries will be in SPiN’s common room. 
 
The GMA wonders when the summaries will be offered to the members. 
The candidate board indicates that the summaries will be available from the second period, but not 
for all courses. 
 
6.3 Alumni 
The GMA wonders whether the alumni form that will be sent with the sign out form will be one form. 
The candidate board indicates that the form will be one form. 
The GMA indicates that in the past the form are separated on purpose. To make sure that the alumni 
who are alumni really want to be an alumnus. 
The candidate board indicates that they were not aware of that and will come back to this point after 
the break. 
 
6.4 One-day-internships 
The GMA wonders why the candidate board has chosen to call labdays and one-day-internships both 
one-day-internships. 
The candidate board indicates that there was some confusion regarding the term labday. 
 
7. Epilogue 
 
APPENDIX I Year schedule 
The GMA wonders why the active members weekend is at the end of the year. 
The candidate board indicates that an earlier date was not possible. 
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The GMA wonders whether when planning the city trip and the study trip there has been looked at 
exams. 
The candidate board indicates that there has been looked at exams. 
 
The GMA wonders whether all extra activities are already planned. 
The candidate board indicates that pre-drinks are planned and after drinks will be planned together 
with the committee. 
 
The GMA wonders if the two Dutch lectures should not be more divided throughout the year. 
The candidate board indicates that there has been looked at other Dutch activities. The summer 
holiday is dividing those two lectures and she thinks that there are enough alternatives. 
 
The GMA wonders if there is enough time between the RAGweek and the charity week. 
The candidate board indicates that those are on short notice. However she thinks it does not effect 
the charity week because the RAGweek is later. 
 
General questions 
 
The candidate board has discussed this subjects during the break: 
- Evaluation book contract: The candidate board is planning on evaluating with Studystore and will 
record this evaluation below the heading external. 
Alumni form: The candidate board has decided that those will stay separated forms, but they will be 
send at the same time to save time. 
 
Amendments 
 
There are three submissions of amendments by the GMA: 
 
1. Manual: SPiN will cooperate with the IC and OWI to make a manual and a maxima of 200 euro will 
be spend on this manual. 
 
Counteroffer by the candidate board: SPiN will cooperate with the IC and OWI to make a manual, the 
cost of this manual will be as low as possible. 
The GMA agrees with the counteroffer of the candidate board. A maximum amount spend on the 
manual is agreed on is 600 euros. 
 
2. HersenSPiNsels: Maintain 24 pages because of money. Mainly English articles with a maxima of 4 
articles translated to Dutch. 
The GMA thinks that quality will be guaranteed in this way and it will make sure the committee 
doesn’t have to do a lot of translating. 
 
Counteroffer of the candidate board: The HersenSPiNsels: maintain 24 pages. Mainly English articles, 
with a minima of 2 and a maxima of 4 articles who are translated to Dutch. 
The GMA doesn’t agree with this counteroffer and so there will be voted. 
In favour: 18 
Against: 3 
Blank votes: 0 
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Sustain: 17  
Total: 35 
The counteroffer of the candidate board is accepted. 
 
3. 6.4. Labdays: The labdays will be promoted under the name of labdays and not one-day-
internships. 
 
The candidate board does not accept this amendment, this means there will be a voting. 
In favour: 6 
Against: 13 
Blank votes: 1 
Sustain: 15  
Total: 35 
 
This amendment is not accepted. 
 
End voting for the policy plan with assumptions of amendments:  
In favour: 26 
Against: 0 
Blank votes: 0 
Sustain: 9 
Total: 35  
The policy plan for 2016-2017 is accepted. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


